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Abstract— This paper reports on a single-session neurofeed-
back (NF) training procedure on the user-specific upper alpha
band for cognitive enhancement in healthy users. A double-
blind study was designed using a NF group and an active
control group. Control group performed as the NF group but
received sham feedback, minimizing the non-specific factors of
training. This design aimed to (i) investigate upper alpha as
a NF parameter, (ii) evaluate the NF effects on upper alpha
during the execution of a cognitive task, and (iii) evaluate
the effects on cognitive performance by means of a cognitive
task and a battery of psychological tests. Results of EEG
analysis show the key role of the feedback: only the NF group
enhanced upper alpha during the training, and it led to a
desynchronization increase during the execution of the cognitive
task. Regarding the behavioral results, a strong learning effect
was observed, with the NF group performing better in almost all
measurements but many of them without statistical significance.

I. INTRODUCTION

The electroencephalogram (EEG) measures brain electri-
cal activity with sensors placed over the surface of the scalp,
providing information on the underlying brain oscillations.
Nowadays, research on the interpretation of the functional
significance of these oscillations is a trend topic in neuro-
science. Some integrative hypothesis have been proposed and
the correlation of brain oscillations with brain functioning
is accepted [1], [2]. Alpha activity has been traditionally
linked to cognitive performance [3]. Alpha rhythm is the
dominant frequency in the human EEG and is characterized
by a peak in the range [7.5−12.5] Hz [3]. It has been recently
hypothesized that alpha rhythm may act in the cortex as a
mechanism to inhibit unnecessary or conflicting processes
to the task being performed, thus facilitating attention by
actively suppressing distracting stimuli [4].

In this sense, neurofeedback (NF) has emerged as a poten-
tial technique to allow users to modulate their brain rhythms
using an operant control paradigm, thus altering brain func-
tioning. The basic principle of NF consists of measuring
brain activity, decoding or identifying the brain patterns of
interest, and then providing the user with feedback stimuli
depending on the desired working levels of these rhythms.
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Several NF training studies have reported therapeutic effects
in a variety of neurological and psychological disorders such
as epilepsy, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD),
and addictive disorders, among others (see [2] for a re-
view). Furthermore, NF training applied to healthy users has
demonstrated to improve certain cognitive aptitudes [5]–[8].

Some alpha-based NF training approaches adjust the alpha
frequency per user instead of using a fixed band, and
divide alpha band into two narrower sub-bands since they
selectively respond to different task demands [3]. These
approaches deal with the inherent high inter-user variability
of alpha, and minimize the unspecific behavioral effects of
training the entire alpha band. Alpha can be individually
adjusted using the Individual Alpha Frequency (IAF), which
is an anchor point that distinguishes between the upper and
the lower alpha sub-bands, being related the former one to
cognitive performance [3]. Examples include a single-session
study that reported cognitive enhancement in a mental rota-
tion task applying upper alpha NF training [7], and these
results were also extended to a five-session study [5], [6].

This study reports on a single-session NF training proce-
dure on the upper alpha frequency band, applied to healthy
users for cognitive enhancement. It has been designed in a
double-blind fashion using a NF training group and an active
control group, where the control group performed as the NF
group but received sham feedback (placebo). This design
minimized the non-specific factors of training (commonly
criticized in NF literature [8]). The main objectives were to
(i) investigate upper alpha as a NF parameter, (ii) evaluate
the NF effects on upper alpha band during the execution of
a cognitive task, and (iii) evaluate the effects on cognitive
performance by means of a cognitive task and a battery of
psychological tests. Results of EEG analysis show the key
role of the feedback: only the NF group enhanced upper
alpha during the training, and it led to a desynchronization
increase during the execution of the cognitive task. Regarding
the behavioral results, a strong learning effect was observed,
with the NF group performing better in almost all measure-
ments but many of them without statistical significance.

II. METHODS

A. Participants and Experimental Setup

Nineteen subjects participated in the study, who were
randomly assigned to either to a NF group or to an active
(placebo-based) control group. The two groups performed
the same experimental protocol, they only differed in that
the control group received sham feedback. Ten subjects were
assigned to the NF group (seven males and three females in
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup of the 3-day study. Day 1 and Day 3 contained a
battery of psychological tests and EEG screenings. Day 2 contained the NF
training (either real or sham feedback). Cognitive assessments and EEG
screenings were performed pre-post the training. Note: SCR, screening;
COGN.ASM, cognitive assessment.

the range 25.8 ± 4.07 years) and nine to the control group
(seven males and two females in the range 24.3±3.67 years).
Participants were duly informed about the entire protocol of
the study before signing the consent forms, and were blind
to group assignment. The participants were not informed of
the existence of a placebo-based control group to avoid the
possible lack of motivation or effort of users thinking they
were assigned to the control group [9].

The experimental setup consisted of three consecutive
days (Figure 1). The NF training focused on upper alpha
enhancement in parieto-occipital areas and was performed on
Day 2. It consisted of 5 trials of 5 minutes each (25 minutes).
An EEG screening and a cognitive task were interleaved
immediately pre-post the training (on the same day) to assess
EEG and behavioral changes. An EEG screening and a
battery of psychological tests were performed on the day
before and after the training (Days 1 and 3) to assess the
one-day lasting EEG and behavioral changes.

EEG signals were recorded from 16 active electrodes
placed at FP1, FP2, F3, Fz, F4, C3, Cz, C4, P7, P3,
Pz, P4, P8, O1, Oz and O2 (10/10 system). Ground and
reference electrodes were placed on FPz and the left earlobe,
respectively. EEG was amplified using a commercial gTec
system at a sampling rate of 256Hz, power-line notch-
filtered at 50Hz, and [0.5 − 60]Hz bandpass-filtered. Sig-
nal acquisition, processing and feedback presentation were
developed using Bit&Brain Technologies software.

B. NF Procedure

1) EEG Screenings: Screenings were included to assess
changes in the EEG. Each screening was comprised of a
passive and an active screening. The passive screening was
a 3-min recording in a closed-eyes resting state where the
users were instructed to stay relaxed. The active screening
was a 3-min recording in an open-eyes active state in which
users faced a square on a screen that changed randomly from
gray to red or from gray to blue gradually (i.e., changing
saturation), and users were instructed to count the number of
saturation changes from gray to red as a cognitive challenge.

2) NF Training: Training focused on the enhancement of
upper alpha (UA) power for electrode locations P3, Pz, P4,
O1 and O2 (these locations are referred to as feedback lo-
cations). Independent Component Analysis (ICA) was com-

puted using the active screening, and blinking components
were automatically removed. IAF was computed per user and
feedback location as the peak frequency in the traditional
alpha range of [7-13] Hz in the active screening. Passive
screening was used to define the IAF when no clear alpha
peak was found in the active screening. UA was then defined
as the interval [IAF, IAF+2] Hz [3]. UA power was calculated
for online operation by means of a sliding window FFT
with a 1 second hamming window, 30 ms of overlapping,
and 1024 points using zero-padding (0.25 Hz resolution).
Baseline was set to the averaged UA power across the
feedback locations for the active screening. Feedback was
updated each 30 ms according to the average UA power for
the feedback locations. The feedback was provided visually
as the participants faced a square on a screen, either red or
blue according to whether the UA power was higher or lower
than the baseline, respectively. The saturation of the square
was proportional to the deviation of the UA power from the
baseline (saturation scale covered 95% of the power values).

a) Sham Feedback: An identical procedure to the one
previously described for the NF group was also followed for
the control group, except for the feedback. In the control
group, real feedback was computed but a registered EEG
signal of another user in the same NF training protocol was
used to provide them with sham feedback. All participants
of the control group received the same sham feedback.

C. Behavioral Assessments

1) Cognitive Assessment: A mental rotation task of solid
figures was performed to measure behavioral changes, and to
evaluate the NF effects on the EEG during its execution. A
standard spatial visualization Spanish test [10] was adapted
and computerized to simultaneously acquire EEG during
its execution. The test consisted of 50 trials, executed in
two runs. In each trial one item consisting of two figures,
a target and a test figure, arranged one above the other,
was presented. Participants were asked to indicate whether
the test figure was a rotated target or not, by pushing a
corresponding switch. Each trial lasted 7.5 s and started with
a fixation cross at the center of the screen for 1.5 s. The
item was then presented for 6 s. Finally, a gray screen was
displayed during the inter-trial interval (2.5 s). Participants
were requested to respond as quickly and accurately as
possible, starting from the apparition of the item. Total test
lasted approximately 8.5 min. Behavioral scores were the
total number of correct responses and the reaction times.

2) Psychological Tests: The following battery of psycho-
logical tests was administered:

a) Paced Auditory Serial Addition Task (PASAT [11]):
evaluates rate of information processing and working mem-
ory. The PASAT has demonstrated good psychometric prop-
erties, such as high levels of internal consistency and test-
retest reliability [12].

b) Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test (RAVLT) [13]:
evaluates retention and immediate evocation, verbal learning
and remembering items after interference task and recogni-
tion. A Spanish version was administered [14].
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Fig. 2. UA progress for each group. Each figure contains Day 1 screening,
Day 2 pre-post screenings and NF trials, and Day 3 screening. Blue dots
denote active screenings and black dots NF trials. The grey line shows the
tendency of the pre-screening and trials. Values are normalized per user to
the UA power in the Day 2 pre-active screening. Vertical bars indicate sem.

c) Trail Making Test (TMT) [15]: provides information
on visual search, scanning, speed of processing, mental
flexibility, and executive functions. The TMT is sensitive to a
variety of neurological impairments and processes [16], [17].

d) Stroop Color-Word Test [18]: evaluates cognitive
performance, attention and concentration [14], measures the
individual capacity to solve cognitive stress, inhibit inter-
ferences and process complex data. This test also provides
a general measure of cognitive flexibility and control or
executive functioning [19].

III. RESULTS

This section evaluates the NF effects on UA band during
the NF training, and during the execution of the cognitive
assessment (subsection III-A and III-B, respectively). Then,
the behavioral effects of the training are reported (subsection
III-C). Statistical significance was assessed using paired one-
tailed t-tests for within-group comparisons, and unpaired
one-tailed t-tests for between-group comparisons.

A. UA Training Progress

This section analyzes the EEG screenings and training
trials to assess the NF effects on the EEG. EEG was
preprocessed for offline analysis using a threshold-based
filter of 250µV . Then, power values were estimated using the
Welch method on 50% overlapped 500 ms Hamming win-
dows. Frequency resolution was set to 0.25 Hz. UA power
results are displayed in Figure 2. Due to the large inter-user
variability in absolute power, results are normalized with the
UA power in the pre-active screening of Day 2. Note that
Day 2 active screening did not show statistical significant
differences between groups in absolute power (9.56µV 2 for
NF group and 9.55µV 2 for control group).

Training progress was measured by the tendency of UA
power in the pre-active screening and training trials. The
training progress was reflected by a significant positive ten-
dency in that metric: the gradients of a fitted regression line
for each subject of the NF group were significantly greater
than zero (t(9) = 2.52, p = 0.016). This metric was not
significant for the control group, and the difference between
groups was not significant. The UA increase between the pre-
active screening of Day 2 and the last trial was also measured
to assess training progress. This increase was 67% for the
NF group (significantly greater than zero, t(9) = 2.65, p =
0.013), and 6% for the control group (not significant). The
difference between groups was significant (t(17) = 1.97, p =
0.032). Functional changes in the EEG were measured using
the pre-post active screenings of Day 2. UA pre-post increase
was 25% for the NF group (significantly greater than zero,
t(9) = 4.12, p = 0.001), and 4% for the control group (not
significant). The difference between groups was significant
(t(17) = 2.42, p = 0.013). The one-day maintenance of the
UA functional changes was measured by comparing the pre-
active screening of Day 2 and active screening of Day 3, and
no significant differences were found within groups.

The results show a significant training progress only for
the NF group, which was significant between groups in
one of the two metrics used. Functional changes measured
immediately pre-post the training were significant for the
NF group in comparison with the control group. These
functional changes were not significantly maintained the next
day. These results show the key role of the feedback: only the
NF group, which received real feedback, was able to enhance
upper alpha during the training trials, and this increase led
to functional changes measured in the active screenings.

B. NF Effects on UA during the Cognitive Assessment

This section analyzes the NF effects on the EEG during
the executions (pre-post the NF training) of the cognitive
assessment. The objective was to study the UA time-course
during the executions. The assessment was composed of
two intervals: (i) rest interval, where the user was waiting
for the item presentation; and (ii) task interval, where the
user was mentally rotating the figures. Complete rest and
task intervals lasted 1.5 s and 6 s, respectively. For each
group a modification of the event-related desynchronization
(ERD) metric [20] was computed: the baseline for pre-
post NF executions was set to the averaged UA power in
rest interval of the pre NF execution to allow for pre-post
visual comparison. Results are shown in Figures 3a-b. A
desynchronization (about 40%) starting about 200 ms after
figure presentation can be observed. An increase in power in
the rest interval can be observed (specially for the NF group)
whereas the power in the task interval remains constant.

The averaged UA power for all intervals in each group
was measured to assess the statistical significance of the
results. Complete rest interval was used for the subsequent
analysis. A subset of the complete task interval (the 4 s
time interval starting 1.5 s after the stimulus onset, which
is shaded in Figures 5a-b) was defined to isolate the ERD
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Fig. 3. (a,b) UA time-course ERD/S for each group in the mental rotation
task. The blue and red lines show the ERD/S pre-post the NF training,
respectively. The difference between them is represented by the dashed black
line. Grey colored areas denote the rest and task subintervals for power
measurements depicted in c. (c) Mean and sem values for the pre (blue)
and post (green) power values in the rest and task intervals, for each group.
A red point denote significant differences.

phenomenon. These measurements were normalized per user
to the averaged UA power during the rest interval of the pre
NF execution. Results are shown in Figure 3c.

The results show that only the NF group presented a signif-
icant increase in power (17%) during the rest interval (t(9) =
−3.44, p = 0.003). The increase of this measurement was
significant between groups (t(17) = −2.09, p = 0.026).
The power in the task interval remained constant for both
groups and no significant increase differences were found
between groups. In conclusion, the NF group enhanced UA
power during the NF training, which led to an increase in
the rest interval while maintaining the power constant during
task interval. Thus, only the NF group presented a greater
desynchronization, which is hypothetized to be positively
related to cognitive performance [4], [7].

C. Behavioral Results

This section analyzes the behavioral results of the cogni-
tive assessment and the psychological tests.

1) Cognitive Assessment: Only responses in the complete
task interval (6 s) plus 2.5 s (inter-trial interval) were taken
into account. Reaction times were computed only for correct
responses. Results are depicted in Figure 4. Regarding the
correct responses, both groups significantly improved perfor-
mance. This increase was greater for the NF group, but was
not significant between groups. Similar results were obtained
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Fig. 4. Mean and sem values for the correct responses (upper figures)
and the reaction times (lower figures). Left-side figures show within-group
comparisons: the pre-post NF scores (blue and green columns, respectively)
for each group. Right-side figures show the pre-post increase for the control
group (blue column) and the NF group (green column).

in the reaction times measurement. Both groups significantly
reduced reaction time, with the NF group performing better,
but the difference between groups was not significant. These
results show a strong learning effect that may have masked
the changes in performance due to NF training. Furthermore,
initial scores were 82.4% and 78% for the NF and control
groups, respectively. The high initial scores suggest that the
assessment was too simple for the participants of the study,
which could be considered a methodological limitation.

2) Psychological Tests: Mean summary data and differ-
ence scores between NF and control groups are displayed
in Table I. A statistically significant difference was found
in the PASAT test with the NF group, both in time elapsed
and errors. The control group did not show differences in
error measurement; however, the differences between groups
were not significant. Note that this test evaluates working
memory, which is related to NF training [4]. The verbal
memory was evaluated using RAVLT. A significant increase
was found in the number of correct words recalled in both
groups, however this increase was apparent only in the NF
group in the number of correct words. Differences were
not significant between groups. Regarding the TMT test,
between-group differences were observed when evaluating
executive function by means of the part B of the test. Par-
ticipants performed better after NF training when compared
to the control group. The analysis of data in the attention
task (STROOP) did not reveal a significant improvement
in performance in interference score. In conclusion, the
results obtained in the psychological tests showed a general
improvement in cognitive performance for the NF group in
comparison to the control group despite some limitations,
such as the learning effect due to repeated measurements
and baseline differences between groups (the latter may have
imposed a methodological limitation taking into account the
sample size of the participants of the study).



TABLE I
PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS

Values are mean and standard deviations. Differences significance value: * p = 0.05; ** p = 0.01; *** p = 0.001.
Test Cognitive function NF CONTROL DIFF

Pre Post Sign Pre Post Sign NF Control Sign

PASAT Working memory
Processing speedTime 199.9±57.3 157.8±36.5 *** 174.23±59.5 140.76±46.8 ** -42.1±25.2 -33.5±26.2

Errors 6.7±3.3 3.6±2.4 * 4.1±3.1 2.8±2.5 -3.1±3.2 -1.3±2.7

RAVLT Verbal memory
Learning with
interference

Correct words 13.9±1.3 14.8±0.6 * 13.6±1.6 14.5±0.7 0.9±1.1 0.8±1.6
Recognition words 71.9±18.9 88.8±14.1 *** 72.7±12.9 88.8±10.5 *** 16.9±7.5 16.1±8.9

TMT Executive functions
Attention and
concentration (TMT-A)

TMT-A Time 27.2±11.3 21±7.1 27±11.7 20.4±6.2 * -6.2±9.6 -6.6±8.1
TMT-B Time 53.9±12.9 36.7±14.8 ** 36.1±10.6 28.8±7.6 ** -17.2±12.8 -7.3±6.2 *

STROOP Attention and
concentration
Executive functions

Interference 3.2±6.1 6.8±11.9 10.54±9.2 13.23±8.8 3.6±11.6 2.7±4.1

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented a single-session NF training proce-
dure of the individual upper alpha frequency. The double-
blind nature of the study with a placebo-based control group
allowed for minimization of non-specific factors. Training
progress and functional changes were obtained in the EEG
only for the NF group, thus showing the importance of the
feedback in the NF procedure. These changes in the upper
alpha power for the NF group led to an increase in the upper
alpha desynchronization during the execution of the cognitive
assessment (not visible for the control group). Note that this
desynchronization is suggested to be related to cognitive
performance [4], [7]. Regarding behavioral effects, the NF
group performed better in the two scores of the cognitive
assessment, but no significant differences were found with
the control group. The results of the psychological tests
showed a general improvement in cognitive performance of
the NF group when compared to the control group, although
significance was only reached for one test (part B of TMT
test). The obtained behavioral results may be explained by
the fact that it was a strong learning effect due to repeated
measurements, and baseline differences between groups in
some tests. In addition to that, only 25 minutes of training
may have been insufficient to achieve significant differences
between groups. Also, the authors presented the results of
all participants, i.e., participants of the NF group have not
been classified into responders and non-responders since it
would have originated unfair comparisons between groups
with regard to EEG patterns. In the near future, the authors
consider it interesting to replicate this study redesigning the
behavioral assessments, by better adjusting the difficulty of
the cognitive task to the participants of the study, and using
test-retest measurements in psychological tests.
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